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EDITORIAL...
with a prescripWE issue
START
THIS
tion that never fails: as an in-

stant cure for doubt and general

depression,

tell

stories

about "pious" people who

have fallen foul of the law Mormons
charged
with
rape, Chassidim requesting
Chanukkah lamps for their
cells whilst awaiting trial for
fraud. They are guaranteed to
make everyone feel better
about
their
own
shortcomings.
Since the beginning of Jewish history, religious leaders

have thundered against this
division of the ethical from
the ritual. The great prophets
of the Hebrew Bible make this
a central theme. God has no
time
for
the
sacrificial
bullocks and elaborate rituals
of those who cheat, defraud
and exploit the poor. To go to
synagogue or church and say
one thing, but live a life which
negates everything that worship stands for is the ultimate
hypocrisy. That such a split
exists is a tribute to humanity's self-deception.
But is such a split inevitable? Does a belief in God in-

variably lead to introverted
ritualism and formal piety?
Does only atheism generate a
passion for social justice?
Manifestly not. Christians

point to the great cathedrals
and to Mother Theresa; Jews
to the very scope of the Ten
Commandments, to prophets
as well as priests. And both
cite the moral failings of
atheist state communism.
Nevertheless, Arnold Wesker, in our leading article,
poses a very serious question:
is the split beyond bridging?
The official Jewish community can be seen as obsessed with

formality - committees, internal politics, group survival.
These are the priestly rituals
of our day. The official com-

munity - orthodox and reform - keeps a low ethical
profile. It often suggests that
there is no particular Jewish
view on the great contemporary moral issues and is
rendered speechless when, in
fact, there is more than one
Jewish view.

This leaves us with a fringe
community, often not seen in
synagogues, still less frequently at committee meetings. It is

frustrated by the limited horizons of the establishment, and
demonstrates about women's
rights and the nuclear issue.
So it appears that the passionate and radical ethicist has

no place in formal Judaism and the artist no place either,
at least not until he is
acknowledged as famous by
the world at large. The official
community has little time for
prophetic issues or for sponsoring the artistic spirit. Is a
Mark Gertler masterpiece
really worth no more than a
mess of potage?
Let it be noticed that there
are even many who would not
come through the doors of the
Manor House, not because of
our moral shortcomings but
for reasons of supposed ritual
unorthodoxy.
We are a community obsessed with ritual rather than
moral rectitude. The obsession is more than merely
quaint. It is suffocating. Two
thousand five hundred years
after Isaiah the time has now
come to worry as much about
bombs and Gertlers as about
bullocks and oblations..

`1 DO NOT BELIEVE IN GOD -

BtJT I AM STILL A JEW'
insists Arnold Wesker
dilemma of many - not all
AS I - modern
UNDERSTAND
Jewish artistsTHE
and
inte`1lectuals it is this: I am a born
Jew, I feel Jewish, I recognise the

nature of Jewishness in those other
Jews I meet whether I like them or
not, whether they embody the best
or the worst of Jewish traits. And
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yet I do not believe in the God of the

with Jewish mysticism, warmed to

Jews - or any other God, though I

certain Jewish literature - even
made strange love to the strange
songs of Solomon and hazarded occasional forays into Jewish philosophy. But I cannot honestly say I
am saturated or even well-versed in
Jewish culture. Certainly I'm not
orthodox, and frequently forget

quite enjoy the thought of him. And
certainly I am left full of awe and
respect and profound admiration at
the way he speaks through his Biblical prophets. I may have read most
of the Bible, or large sections of it,
dipped into Jewish history, flirted

when Pesach or Rosh Hashanah aLle'
approaching. Yet Jewish I feel and
know myself to be. Thus many of us
declare ourselves.
Impossible! cry the orthodox.
Adherence to the prescribed rituals

and laws of the ror¢fe are what has
kept the race alive and given it its
identity. There is strength in ritual
which helps to preserve salutary
fables, and to keep alive national
memory through such educational
ceremonies as the one at Pescrch.
And were not the fathers wise to
create a `Sfez.v'¢fe' in recognition of.

that deep need to be allowed to do
nothing but grieve for the dead?
And what about the 13 Principles of
the Jewish Faith laid down by
Maimonides which include belief in
the existence of God; a belief in his
eternity; a belief that God spoke
through Moses and that therefore
the ror¢* is divinely inspired? Only`
those who observe the rituals and
have faith in such principles, and of
course only those who descend from
Jewish mothers - can claim the
mantle of Jewishness.
We will ignore the number of
Jewish Kings and princes who married foreign daughters for political
expediency. Such was the devout
Jehoshophat who, as a political
manoeuvre against the growing
menace of the Arameans and
Assyrians, married his son Jehoram
to Athaliah, the daughter of Jezebel
no less! Instead let us look at a very
beautiful and well-known passage
from Isaiah (1,11-28):

``-T6 -what purpose is the multitude of

your sacrifices unto me? saith the Lord.
I am full of the burnt offerings of rams,
and the fat of fed beasts; and I delight
not in the blood of bullocks, or of lambs
or of he goats . .. Your hands are full of
blood. Wash you, make you clean; put
away the evil doings from before mine
eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well;
seek judgement, relieve the oppressed,
judge the fatherless, plead for the
widow. Come now, and let us reason
together. . . „

It is my hunch - and, as I say, I
am not scholar enough for it to be

any more than a hunch - that in
one form or another this schism
within the Jewish people has continued and grown throughout the
ages into a spine which, though a
spine of tension and conflict has,
paradoxically, held the body of the
Jewish people together. It is a
schism between the ritualists and the
rationalists, the practising orthodox
and the practising moralists, the

observers of outward show and the
haranguers against inner corruption, between the priests as protectors of the status quo, and the prophets of moral and social decay who

called not so much for change though some did that, too - but for
a return to the original principles of
righteousness, justice and mercy,
thus creating not one Jewish people
but two very distinct ones, usually
bitterly opposed to each other, but
both having their roots in Jewish
culture and history. Which brings
me to the insight I offer in support

of that hunch.
When I, the rationalist, pause to
consider Judaism it seems to me that
its essence appears to be that its God
is human: conceived and under-

stood by Abraham within what
Abraham could conceive and understand of an ideal man. Abraham
formulated the concept of the one,
unique, highest being and made that
being the essence of all ethical
perfections in so far as he,
Abraham, was capable of perceiving
them. And then, with a kind of
innocent but magnificent ch#fzpcrfe
Moses took back for man the qualities Abraham gave God.
In his first book called Genesis he

wrote: "So God created man in his
own image, in the image of God
created he him; male and female
created he them".
And there it is, contained in that
one sentence which appears in the
very first chapter of Genesis, verse
27. In fact it begins in verse 26 `And
God said, let us make man in our
image, after our likeness'. Right
from the beginning the seeds were
sown for the one nation to dig two
deep roots: those who revered the
creator rather than the created, and
those who would always give man
first place for the very reason that
he was created in the image of God.
It was as though Abraham had conceived of God in order to give anarchic mankind a direction and a sense
of humility as a first stage; and that
Moses recognised the need for a second stage to restore dignity: `you
are created in the image of God' he
told them, `Stand up! Be proud!'
And this eternal tension in existence between the chaos of experience or, if you will, the experience

of chaos, and the need to explain the
chaos in a way that will control
man's passions, illuminate his
bewilderment, calm his fears, reassure him of dignity, his place in

the scheme of things - this tension
creates a dilemma central to Jewish
thought whose bias I believe is
towards the rational. And my point
is simply that this bias is stronger in
some of us, while the belief in
divinity is stronger in others. Of
course, in some of us there is the one

and a touch of the other, but I'm
trying to unearth two m¢z.# roots.
The modern Jewish writer and intellectual, though shorn of what
other primitive observances the old
prophets still retained, is the in-

heritor of that reverence for and
greater preoccupation with man and
his ways rather than with God and
the rituals surrounding the glorification of his name. It is there in the
tradition of prophecy, the spirit of
justice and tolerance, and the
Jewish energy for action; and by
prophecy I do not mean futurology,
the visionary forecasts of doomladen or beautiful times to come,
which is Messianic prophecy and
something quite different. I mean
prophecy as criticism, chastisement,
warning. How this spirit was handed down, what paths it took even
unto the agnostic son and daughter
is something for which I cannot account. I only know that it was, that
it touched many of us, that we drew
strength from it, that we warmed to
such dicta as that of Moses

Mendelssohn's -that Judaism only
judges action and not religious opinions. This is what makes us feel we
can justly lay claim to the identity:
Jew.

As you can see it is not my wish even if I were able - to present
arguments for or against a belief in
the divine maker. After all the
books have been written, and the
papers delivered, it is finally a question of faith. Like talent you either
have it or you don't. All I've tried to
do, simply, is offer this thought:
that there is not one Jewish people
but two. Or, if you prefer, that the
Jewish mind and heart which carries
Jewish values carries two distinct
strains from two distinct roots.
Now perhaps there are those
among you who cannot begin to
give credence to thoughts about
Judaism uttered by those of us who
are unbelievers. And I a/mosf
understand that position. Perhaps I
mean I sympathise with it, but I do
not know what to say to it. Not
simply because it is an `1 do - I
don't'
stalemate,
but
because,
curiously, having declared myself an
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Hamlet he is about indecision; we
can say of Lear he is about foolish
old age. We may disagree but we
could find a word, a phrase" he
said. "Now, how would you describe what your Shylock is about?"
I had never thought of him in a
word. Being a vain playwright I had
always imagined my Shylock to be
arrestingly complex, too contradictory to be held down by one word or
phrase. But we were both rather excited by this time and my adrenalin
was flowing and suddenly it came to
•me: my Shylock was a free spirit.

That's what he was about, and
that's what I was about, and that, I
realised,

atheist, a Jew who feels his Jewishness through his rationalist predilections rather than through a belief in
the divine, I must confess that some
part of me suspects a belief in the
divine to be a nobler state, a state of
grace. It is a very irrational feeling
for a rationalist to feel, but there it
is. Even in the act of trying to disentangle and understand my feelings
and thoughts I cannot deny the confusion of the thoughts and feelings
which persist. Nevertheless we must

two theatres. Because at this moment he is preparing a production of

step aside from the `1 do - I don't'
exchange and somehow find a
nobility for this grubby rationalism.
I speak, then, as an atheist who,
not believing in God, can wonder
and marvel all the more at what is in
heaven and on earth, and at the
genius of man. Were I to believe in
God I would have to judge Him,
after all the natural disasters and the
corruptions to which His creation is
heir, a very clumsy and casual
creator. And besides, `God or no
God' is not really what religions are
about. Just as Judaism is more
about life than divinity, all the
religions with which I'm familiar
seem to be about how life should be

which so far has as its only distinction the dubious one of being the
.play in which the great American
performer, Zero Mostel, gave one

lived or not be lived.
Now to reveal my discovery. To
do that I must .tell you a story.
Maurice Sarrazin is one of France's
foremost actors and also, since
1945, the director of the Grenier de
Toulouse in France, a company with
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my play The Kitchen, we met in
London to discuss his production.
We discussed, at the same time, my
play 7lf!c A4ercfecz7!f which contains

in it a role of Shylock which we
hoped he would consider playing in
Paris, and which he had recently
read in a French version.
He was uncertain about 77ze A4lercfecr#f - a work which I consider

one of my most important and

performance, fell ill, and died - a
fact which I hope will not deter
other actors from considering the
part.
rfic A4lercho#f is an original play

- #o/ in verse - based on the same
three stories which Shakespeare used for his play 77!e A4erch¢7zf o/
Ve#J.ce. Sarrazin felt there was
therefore no surprise in my play.

We talked a lohg time, and as
might be expected, I pointed out to
him all the various themes in this
version and what I considered to be
its many other virtues, even surprises. He became excited as he
began to realise all the elements and
the play's possibilities which he had
missed on first reading. Finally he
asked: "In a word what is your
Shylock about? We can say of

is

what

Jewishness

is

about.
Perhaps this is one of the reasons
why the Jew has throughout history
attracted such hostility and resentments, as free spirits do. Even the
concept of one supreme, divine, unseen God is, alongside the narrow,
primitive, barbaric demands of the
pagan gods, an assertion of freedon. Freedom from the darkness of
superstition and fear into the light
of Genesis where all was explained:
the world was created out of love
and for all mankind AND in the image of the God who created it. How
magnificent that makes man. How
it shamed the intimidating gods
whose powers seemed directed only
at diminishing man. How that allembracing concept, with its demands for social responsibility, for
`justice at the gate', for celebration

at God's breathtaking creation, his
endowment of individuality, how it
all must have irritated the petty
idolators after the graven image, the
sun, the moon; those cruel, insensitive priests who called for human
sacrifices to their petty deities. And
how it irritates those who today
deny that individual spark. What
violence it produces when a person
demands the right to go his own
way, insists upon respect for the
`still small voice' within, which Eli-

jah heard inside himself, or declares
he is made in the image of God.
The free spirit! I was delighted to
have been driven to the discovery. I

Arnofd Wesker born in London's East End in
1932. is Anglo~Jewry's foremost playwright.

Among his most famous plays are Chicken
Soup With Barley, Chips With Everything,
Roots, Love Letters on Blue Paper, and The
Merchant. The article here published formed
part of a paper given to a Rockefeller Foundation Conference in Italy.

LEFT, RIGHT ... WHO GIVES THE
RABBI MARCHING ORDERS?
bv David Abrahams

over an appropriate collective
IHAVE
OFTEN
noun for
a groupPONDERED
of rabbis. I
could not hope to improve upon the

one for Headmasters - a `lack' of
Principals! I had toyed with a
`sanctity' of rabbis, an `erudition'
or even a `pilpul' of rabbis. I had
almost settled for an `exultation' of
rabbis when I realised that this is the
accepted noun for a c°ollection of
larks, and I hastily decided that this
would be misunderstood!
Perhaps there is no really suitable

word because rabbis - especially
Reform rabbis - come in all different shapes and sizes. As a past chairman of a constituent synagogue I

have had the pleasure - well it was
nearly always a pleasure - of
meeting a number of our rabbis. I
have often been confused by the
diversity of their views, but then the
umbrella of Progressive Judaism is
a very wide one. Every rabbi is
jealous of doing his own thing, that
is good rabbinic tradition. Rabbi
Nachman of Bratslav wrote, "It was
hard for Satan alone to mislead the
world, so he appointed rabbis in
different localities. ' '
This divergence and diversity is
both a weakness and a strength. Its
strength is that each congregation
can work out its own salvation and
can resolve for itself the style and
the mz.#fefl'g best suited to itself. One

of the weaknesses of this individuality lies in the relationship between a
congregation and its rabbi. The
problem is high-lighted when a new
rabbi is appointed to a congregation
and wishes to direct it along lines it
is reluctant to go. Of course,
whether a rabbi is to the `1eft' or to
the `right' is something that should
have been ascertained at the interview before the sfej.cJCJwch was made.

But interviews are often deceptive
exercises, and a divorce between a
rabbi and a congregation on the
grounds of incompatibility can be
painful and undignified, often
ending in holy deadlock.
As chairman of my congregation
I was constantly wrestling with the
dilemma of giving the rabbi the
right and freedom to guide us as he
thought fit, and maintaining the

right of the congregation to insist
upon the style of service and synagogue leadership it wanted.
Whether a congregation is to the
`left' or to the `right' is for the rabbi

to decide together with the congregcr/z.o#. It must not be the sole pre-

rogative of the rabbi. The established in/.#Acrgz.in of a synagogue

are usually the result of a slow
growth, gradually evolved to suit
the corporate ethos of the members.
A new rabbi would be tactless and
insensitive if he were to embark
upon a policy of `I'm going to
change all that.'
Some rabbis seem to resent active
participation by their lay leaders in
any decision-making other than

raising money or looking after the
building. Some rabbis, for example,
resent the existence of a Rites and
Practices Committee. This is treading dangerously upon the rabbinic
toes. Their argument seems to be
that religious decisions are for the
rabbi alone. This is true, of course,
in the case of a fecr/ocfej.c decision.

But they would wish to take it much
further. Instead of rejoicing that
there are some members sufficiently
interested and knowledgeable to
take a lively and active interest in
Judaism, they resent what they
consider to be an intrusion upon
their province. Some are jealous of
the title rabbi, forgetting that it is
alien to Judaism to set rabbis apart
in the practise of Judaism. Who was
it who said that Judaism is too
precious to be left to the rabbis? The
one inalienable right of a rabbi is to
make
halachic
decisions
mj72#¢gj.in are for all of us.

There is a story of a rabbi who
had served his community well and
happily for over ten years. Sudden-

ly, without warning, he gave in his
notice. His frantic chairman rushed
round with a stack of questions.
Had anyone offended him? Did he
want more money? Was his wife
unhappy? When the rabbi had a
chance to speak he said, ``1 have
been with this congregation for over
ten years, and this is the first time
I've been asked a question -that's
why I'm leaving."
Few Reform rabbis will ever be
asked a. sh'elah itoclut glatt kashrut

- although after being drenched in
the
in;.kvch
controversy,
who
knows? But whatever questions are
asked, they must be welcomed and
not resented, even those questions
concerning the rabbi's own interpretation and practise of Judaism.

No lay leader in a Reform congregation would wish to foster a relationship with his rabbi that is solely
an employer-employee relationship.
On the other hand however, the
rabbi should accept and concede
that in many directions he is answerable to his congregation and should
always bear in mind that a synagogue is the congregation's as well
as the rabbi's.

There are many areas which could
foster friction between rabbi` and
congregation. Let me give a few
examples of the problems a chairman may have to face in trying to
establish sfecr/om. Not all of them
are hypothetical.
A rabbi goes to a football match
on a Sfe¢bbczf afternoon - after
A4lj.#cha of course. He is genuine in

his belief that this does not desecrate
the Sabbath or in any way detract
from its atmosphere. Many of his
congregants on the other hand are

shocked. What is the solution without splitting the congregation in
a bitter row? Incidentally his wife,
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\1,

who is in a full-time job, sees
nothing wrong in shopping on
Sfrabbcrf afternoon. Is this another
example of the weakness of diversity? Should the Assembly of rabbis
issue

guide-lines

on

Sfe¢bbarz

observance by its own members?
Another example of dissension is
the decision of the rabbi to move the
reading-desk from the bz.mafe to the
centre of the synagogue. The
congregation objects. There is no
momentous fec7/¢c„j.c decision here.

Who should have the final decision
in establishing or maintaining a
locaLl minhag?

Yet another example of a chairman's problems is the moment it is
becoming obvious that the rabbi is
tending to abuse his freedom of
speech in the pulpit. This freedom is
an inherent right of a rabbi. But can
freedom be absolute? When does
freedom become licence? Are party
political issues legitimately discuss-

ed from the pulpit? Can we legitimately restrict the pulpit to religious
matters only? What are religious
matters?
What
definition
of
political issues can put any restriction upon `religious' topics? `Ban
the bomb' is a religious as well as a
political issue. Can it be discussed
politically without being partypolitical?
I am not knocking the rabbinate

- some of my best friends are rabbis! I would merely like to point out

to them that chairmen, too, have
their fzores. Chairmen are just as
vulnerable and have as many critics
as the rabbi. Chairmen, too, come
in different shapes and sizes, and it
is as difficult to find a collective
noun for them as it is to find.one for
rabbis. After three years in the hot
seat I have decided upon a `frustra-

tion' of Chairmen.
In the last issue of the magazine
Rabbi Boyden, quite rightly, urged
a new and improved career structure
to attract people of the right calibre
to the rabbinate. Perhaps we could
now start a discussion on the functions of rabbis in modern Reform
Judaism,
particularly in those
spheres which merge with the rights
and feelings of their congregants.
A rabbi and his chairmen have
one thing in common. Everyone of
their members thinks they could do
either job better.
A rabbi whose congregation does
not want to drive him out of town
isn't a rabbi, and a rabbi they do
drive out isn't a man. I
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WHEN NICE JEWISH
GIRL MEETS NICE
CHRISTIAN BOY
At the Manor House we
recently held a series of
group meetings for couples
in mixed marriages as a pilot
project. Those who are
interested in joining such a
group should contact the
Director of the Outreach
Programme, Manor House.
Meanwhile, here is a
report from Rabbi David
Zucker, of Birmingham,
Alabama, on his experience
of running such a group.
Marrieds" developed out of a

THE conversation
IDEA OF
"MIXED
I had with a

young attorney in my community.
He is married to a Christian who is
at least as committed to her faith as
he is to Judaism. "When we were
dating," he explained, "we thought
we knew how to solve all these problems. Now two children later all our
good resolutions have come to
nought. It is not even that we did
not carefully think through the
various possibilities inherent in a
mixed marriage, but we have cha!#gcd and grown over the years. The
solutions then will not do for us
now!„
This brief description could fit
quite a few people in the on-going
discussion group I lead at my congregation. We have called our group
"Mixed Marrieds", understanding

that term to mean that ¢f /feepresc#/
one of the partners is Jewish and
one is not.
We have been meeting for a couple of years and while the topics of
conversation will vary from session
to session, certain patterns have
emerged.
It is very clear that a great deal of
unresolved conflict hovers very
close to the surface in a ``Mixed
Married" family. In some cases the
focus is on the children: in which
tradition shall we rear them? Can
we offer them both choices or will
this only present confusion? Children, however, are not the only

difficulties. In most marriages there
are other problems, often never 1.ully discussed.

The "Mixed Marrieds" support
group has provided, for those who
attend, an open forum where they
may share some of the problems
which lie heavily on their minds and
hearts. Often it has been expressed
to me that it is o#/y crf /fresc
meef;.#gs', or driving home in their
car afterwards that real dialogue has
taken place. The concerns that these
couples face are so real and so painful, potentially so divisive, that frequently it is easier to ignore them, in
the unrealistic hope that they will go
away.

To attend a "Mixed Marriage"
s;ssion, then, is a vitally important
step for these couples, and because
the issues are so "hot" it takes a fair
amount of courage to do so.
In private conversation, and at
times in the group itself, a person
will admit that the issues we raise
are quite clearly marriage-threatening. If neither one of the two is willing to compromise sufficiently
divorce may result. Divorce may
also be the "resolution" if the
Jewish or Christian partner just cannot live with the decision to opt for
one of the two traditions.
Susan is in her late twenties. She
is married to Barry, who is a couple
of years older. When they were
dating they realised some of the
potential problems they might face.
At that time Barry, who continues
• to regard himself as an indifferent

Christian,
certainly
" nonpractising" since he was sixteen,
was open to the idea that Susan
would rear future children as Jews.
Now, some two years down the line,
Barry has changed his mind. They
do not have any children, but he is
adamant that his children will not be
part of a minority tradition.
Suddenly over the past two years,
the fear of anti-Semitism has emerged in their marriage. The thought
that the children might be discriminated against is a real concern for
Barry, and they still have to work
through some of the inherent impli-

cations he is stating about Susan
and their relationship together.
Susan had been hopeful that
"Mixed Marrieds" would provide a

neutral forum for some discussions
between themselves. Barry, with the
one exception of a Cfecz#ztkkarA party
at someone's home, has steadfastly
refused to attend any of our sessions.
Discouraged,
she
now
seriously questions if she will continue to come. What good does it do
me, she asks.

This problem may be a bit more
extreme than others we have faced
in our group, but the underlying difficulty is not unique. Mark and
Margaret already have' children.
Because Margaret is Jewish the
children technically are Jewish.
Mark, however, comes from an
Italian Catholic tradition, and the
family-ethnic ties are very strong.
When they were dating, their common values of "family orientation"
seemed to be such a bond. Now, five
years down the line, Mark is
rediscovering his Catholicism and is
becoming increasingly aware of how
much it means to him. What to do
with the children? Catholic school
or secular? Synagogue or church? It
is a visceral decision and as yet it is
unresolved.
The questions we delve into are

not limited to the rearing of
children. We have also spoken of
the Jewish family pressures and the
Christian family pressures. We want
to be pleasing to all sides, to have
mutual respect and love. Often this
appears to be impossible. There is a
sense of social isolation that needs
to be worked through, and from
time to time we hear about the
thought of possible conversion.
Conversion is, at the best of
times, a very delicate matter. It is
highly personal and a host of subjective factors come into play. Since
we have people who basically follow
or are associated with different
religious groupings, we found that
couples who were potential converts, or who were in the process of
conversion, simply dropped out of
the "Mixed Marrieds" group. Some
felt that they no longer were authentic members, and others felt they
were making others uncomfortable.
From the initial meeting onwards,
I have made it very clear that ``Mixed Marrieds" is #of a conversion
class. To have had conversions as a
secret agenda item would have been

inappropriate.

"Mixed Marrieds"

was and is an open forum. Should
the non-Jewish partner opt for
Judaism, I would heartily encourage
them, as would many members of
the group, I suspect, but that is not
the purpose of our sessions.
From the very beginning of the
group, my role as rabbi has been
basically multi-fold. At the meeting
I
serve
primarily
as
a
facilitator/moderator. Since often I
am the only person who knows who

who is not, I function as a quiet
leader. My pattern has been to encourage discussion and to keep but
one conversation going on at once.
The programming for "Mixed
Marrieds" is still developing. It is an
exciting area, but one which needs
great sensitivity, for there are many
inherent dangers. I am encouraged
by the knowledge that we have
helped those who came and were
brave enough to share some of their

everyone else is, who is Jewish and

inmost thoughts. .

We asked Rabbi Jonathan
Romain, of Maidenhead
Reform Synagogue, and his
wife Rabbi Sybil Sheridan,
of Ealing Liberal Synagogue,
to compare their experience
of conversion in the two
progressive movements. Here
is Rabbi Romain's report.

them is to learn as much as possible
via the classes. Just attending services, only half of which they can
understand, seems to me a very unhelpful introduction.
Sybil, on the other hand, does ask
for three months' attendance at services before any decision can be
made on tuition. She feels that this
is an important pre-requisite, as well
as a useful way of weeding out those
who are unsuitable.
There are, we find, generally four
types of proselyte enquiry: by far
the most frequent is from the person
converting for marital reasons, and
wishing to unify the family religiously. In the eyes of the United
Synagogue Bc/¢ Dj.#, such a motive
is condemned as unworthy and
brings immediate disqualification.
In our opinion, it is the reverse. In
an age when Registry Office marriages are common and no longer
carry any stigma, it is to the couple's

two different movements - the
SYBIL
AND
IN
ULPS
andI ARE
RSGBRABBIS
respectively
-

but

both

commonly

receive

phone calls which start off with
"Rabbi, you don't know me, but
I'd like to have a meeting with you
about a certain matter''. Both of us
instinctively know that the "certain
matter" will be the non-Jewish
spouse the caller intends to marry or
has already married. In fact, we
reckon that of the many meetings
we have with individuals, conversion is one of the most frequent
themes. Some might see this aso an
indictment of Jewish life today.

We tend to regard it, if anything,
as a positive feature.
Officially, both our movements
take a mildly welcoming stance to-

wards proselytes - "we don't seek
them, but if they approach us and
are sincere, then they are permitted
to join us.„
Those variations that do occur are
not so much between the movements as between individual rabbis
- some of whom will allow the candidate to start tuition immediately
after the initial interview, whilst
others insist on an extended period
of attendance at services before any
consideration of their case can be
made. Personally, I lean towards
the former approach, on the
grounds that the only way for them
to discover if Judaism is right for

credit that they bother to come to
the Synagogue in the first place.
Though it is quite likely that the
non-Jew would never have considered becoming Jewish had he or she
not been introduced to Judaism
through their spouse, the fact is that
they then decided that they wanted
to be part of it. It is that decision,

rather than the path that led to it,
which counts. What's more, the
Jewish life that the proselyte
hopefully will experience in the inlaw's home will be a useful supplement during the conversion process
and a constant back-up afterwards.
Initially, there is often a clear
division of opinion among the res-

pective families - that of the nonJew usually accept the marriage and
conversion more easily, particularly
as most of the parents have no
religious affiliation. Even those who

are "frum" Christians have a great
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respect for the people of the Book.
It is the Jewish parents who are
much more of a problem, and although many find they like the
intended spouse -``it's just that we
would have liked him even better if
he had been Jewish". They them-I
selves are often caught between
natural inclination and religious
scruples. The fact that the other
person will convert is generally
enough to pacify them. Even if that
fails, the arrival of the first
bouncing grandchild usually removes any lingering resentments.
Neither of us have come across
those who sit sfez.v'crA or cut off the
newly-weds.

A second category are those who
are single and have no marital interests, but who have come to Judaism
through their own searching. They
often say that Judaism corresponds
to their view of life, that they feel
Jewish already and now they want
formal acceptance. Invariably, they
are already quite knowledgeable
before they start the course.
Sometimes the person can have
problems reconciling the lofty ideals
of Judaism with the noisy reality of
every day synagogue life, and can
have difficulties in taking the additional step of not only being Jewish
but also being a member of a Jewish
community. The majority, however,
seem to adapt themselves quite well
and find that the shool-going
regulars become their extended
family.
A third category is those who
wish to convert and who are married
to a non-Jew who wishes to stay that
way. Usually the spouse is lapsed
Church of England and, despite being somewhat bemused, has no objections to their partner becoming
Jewish. The paradox for us is that
by allowing such a person to convert, we are crcafj.#g a mixed marriage! However, once we have established that the person is sincere,
that the conversion will not cause
any marital problems, that home
practices and Sabbath observance
will be possible, and that, if it is the
woman, the children will convert,
then there seems no reason to say
"no" to someone who is totally ge-

nuine. The phenomenon, though
small, is growing. It is indicative of
the way in which religion is increasingly seeii as all individual niaLLcl,
almost a personal hobby, in which

hu;band and wife can go their
separate ways. (The same also ap-
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plies to many families in which both
partners were born Jewish and yet
only one participates in synagogue
life).

The fourth, and least common,
category is the husband and wife
who are both non-Jewish and who
both wish to convert. Usually there
are children involved as the idea has
taken many years to gestate. In fact
it may have taken a long time for

them to have told each other - only
to be pleasantly surprised that they
had both been thinking along the
same lines. They, too, are generally
very knowledgeable, and have often
been keeping kasAer, holding a
seder alnd observing Shabbat for
several
years.
The
children,
therefore, consider themselves fully
Jewish and the only problem is that
they may be puzzled (or even hurt)
to find that-they ai-e-not Jewish officially and have to go through a conversion procedure.
As for the reaction of the congregation to this influx of motley types

- both Maidenhead and Baling

have shown themselves tremendous1y welcoming. The regular shoolgoers - those with whom the proselyte is most in contact - not only
have raised no protest, but have
made the newcomers feel at home
and amongst friends. Far from being seen as a threat, conversion is
regarded as the highest compliment
possible to the many positive things
that Judaism has to offer.
The membership of the two synagogues is fairly representative of the
two movements as a whole. So
although other congregations may
react
di ffer ently ,
this
will
presumably be due to the attitude of
the rabbi or to local factors. Of
those few cases of real resentment
that I have met, most were from
once-a-year Jews who had no strong
religious commitment. My theory is
that all they have left of their Jewish
life is pride in the blood-line, and
this is the one thing that converts
threaten.
The intolerance of the few is
something that Sybil and I both
mention to candidates before they
formally begin the course. We think
it only fair to warn them. We also

give two other caveats - first that
the Reform and Liberal conversions
will not be recognised by the Orthodox, and that there may be problems if they intend to settle in Israel.
Secondly, that the person is moving
into the frontline vis-a-vis anti-

Semitism. Although it is not very
much in evidence now, it could
always erupt in the future. None of
these warnings are meant to discourage, merely to put applicants
fully in the picture. None so far has
been dissuaded from continuing.
Once they have been to the BcfA
Dj.# (Reform) or the Rabbinic Board
(Liberals) and passed, the majority
stay involved in synagogue affairs.

Apart from anything else, after a
year's intensive attendance, most
have made friends amongst the congregation and wish to keep in contact. Whilst some do continue to att-end services very regularly, most

become - as is now their privilege
- just like the rest of the community. They come along every now
and then, and consider that they
have earned the right to stay away
when they want to do so.
The attitude of both of us is to
welcome converts and to assist them
wherever possible. The reason is
two-fold: first, because when presented with a person who is genuine,
for whom being Jewish means so
much, and who wishes to change the
course of his or her life, we are moved by their enthusiasm and feel impelled to be helpful unless there is a
good reason to the contrary.
Secondly, at a time when AngloJewry is plummeting numerically,
here is a golden (God-sent?) opportunity to halt, and even to reverse
ithe trend: both by preventing Jewish

partners in a mixed marriage from
feeling that they no longer have a
place in Judaism and dropping out
altogether, and by adding the proselyte and any future children to our
ranks.
In a peculiar sense, one might
even say that we should be grateful
that the Bcffe Dz.# of the United
Synagogue is so hostile towards
potential converts. For the result is
that many good and serious people

join our communities, and bring a
deep commitment to the Judaism
that we born-Jews too often take for

granted. .
Rabbi David J. Zucker, born /.w /Ac I/Hj./ed

Slates,
served
the
Bradford
Roform
Syliagogue and lhe Birmingham Progressive
Synagogue before returning lo become Rabbi
Of Temple Emanu-EI in Birmingham,
Alabama.

Rabbi Jonathan Romain was born /.H fonc7oH
in 1954. He is a B.A. Of London University.

Rabbis Romain and Sheridan are the first two
rabbis lo have married in Britain afler
ordination.

`1 LIKE TO BE LIKED'
Chain Bermant
BOUT 25 YEARS AGO,
almost to the day, I was
invited by William Frankel,

A by the man they love to hate then editor of the Jewish Chronicle,
to join a panel of contributors
writing a column of ``Personal Opinion" under the collective name of
Ben Azai.
Ben Azai was a great, if controversial, second century sage, and a
particularly outspoken one, but I
was given no directives except to
speak my own mind.
The column had by then been going for two or three years. Its main-

stay was Sefton Temkin, now a Professor of English in America, while
other contributors included Norman
Cohen, John Gross, Wolf Mankowitz, Rabbi David Goldberg, the
late Rabbi Kopul Rosen and Alfred
(now Sir Alfred) Sherman. I eventually became the sole contributor,
with stand-ins taking over on the
frequent occasions I was away. And
when I found myself under attack
for opinions I didn't hold as well as
opinions I did, I decided to come
out under my own colours.
A number of years ago I spent a
Shabbat in Stamford Hill. Nobody
actually tried to lynch me for it was,
as I said, Shabbat. But my reception
was less than cordial and a lady felt
compelled to come to my defence
with the most offensive remark I
have ever heard in my life: "Why
don't you leave the poor boy alone,
he's only earning his pczmos'o". In
other words, she thought of me as a
professional hatchet-man, hired by
the editor to do his dirty work for
him.

The irony of the situation is that
the only times either William
Frankel or his successor Geoffrey
Paul have interfered with the column was in their attempts to get me
to tone c7owH my remarks. When I
was in Israel I would get almost
monthly letters from Paul asking me
to forget about Begin for a while
because I was becoming a bore. But
to his credit he allowed me to be
one, for while one should try to
amuse, divert and inform and perhaps even advise, one should not, if
one holds an opinion strongly, be
afraid to bore.
If one has built up a loyal readership it will tend to be long-suffering,

tions with both Frankel and Paul
have, on the whole, been entirely
happy. I am given a completely free
hand. Any contre-temps which may
have arisen between us have been
due mainly to the intervention of
lawyers who are the bane of my existence. They read the most sinister
implications into the most innocent
remarks. If you should find a particularly flat phrase in any of my
paragraphs you may be fairly certain that a lawyer has sat on it.
I am sometimes introduced as a
"controversial columnist" as if it
were a commendation in its own
right. I am not flattered by the description for it is no kw#sf to be
controversial. All one has to do is to
latch onto a topic on which there is

universal agreement - such as that
eating people is `wrong - alid say
the opposite. I certainly do not dabble in outrage for its own sake. If I
should occasionally seem controversial it is because I live by the

or at least it will suffer boredom, if
only for a while. What it will not
suffer is pomposity. And any columnist who takes himself too
seriously and comes to regard himself as an oracle will not retain his
readers for long.
One must be prepared to admit
one's errors, obviously so in matters
of fact, but I would say even in matters of taste and judgement, and to
apologise if the occasion demands
it. But again one cannot build up a
readership with a series of assertions
the one week and a series of
withdrawals the next.
I have written more than one
million words in the course of my
twenty-five years and I would not be
human if I had not committed some
howlers, but I think I have kept
them within tolerable limits. I have
established my humanity without, I
hope, impairing my credibility.
Some weight and authority are obviously called for, but they should
be carried lightly and displayed
without gravj.fas'. If one loses one's
balance one depends on one's editor
to maintain it.
But I cannot recall that it has been
necessary in my case and my rela-

word and regard both words and
space, with reverence and I feel that
if a thing is worth saying it is worth
saying forcefully. My views themselves, if examined in detail, are unremarkable. But I take pains to be
clear, emphatic and brief and if I
have built up a following at all it is
largely because I say publicly what a
great many people think privately.
All this can, of course, have its
dangers. One is always accused of
` `washing dirty linen in public" , and

of

"giving

ammunition

to

our

lenemies." I certainly take no
pleasure in seeing my remarks picked up in the Arab press. But if linen
isn't washed in public, it isn't washed in private either and is generally
allowed to accumulate until it stinks
to heaven. I doubt if the Arabs in
the West Bank need to read the
"J.C." to know they're oppressed.

And.if my remarks, or those of any
other Jewish commentators, should
come to their attention, it merely
tells them that some Jews have a
conscience. In any case it is not the
commentators who give ammunition to our enemies, but the politicians whose acts excite comment.
To stay silent when one has an opportunity to speak out is to be
almost an accessory after the fact.
The "J.a." is widely quoted and
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read in America and I am, as a`
novelist, largely dependent on the
goodwill of the American Jewish
readers. And I must confess that
there were moments when I was
tempted to stay silent for reasons of
commercial prudence. But that
became impossible after the invasion of Lebanon. By now even those
who have tended to regard me as a
public enemy can see that I have,
unfortunately, been proved right by
events. As I have often remarked,
one doesn't need much vision to be
a prophet of doom.
The prince of columnists, the late
Cassandra of the D¢J./)J A4i.rror, gave
me a number of tips in his time, the
most memorable of which was:
"Never praise because you will

almost certainly be proved wrong''.
I take no pleasure in being, or appearing to be, a professional curmudgeon, but I hate complacency
and humbug. The air is often so
loud with mutual congratulations
and self-praise that I feel provoked
into chirping in with a word of dissent, if only to put the record
straight. But in the main I like to
praise where I can for I like to be
liked. And if I can make some.
wholesome utterance about this or
that institution or individual, I approach my Sabbath with a glad
heart. Alas, there are few occasions
for doing so.
When I was in Israel I would
search around with something like
desperation for something positive
and crude. It is necessary to state
them because they still persist in
forms.
Isophisticated
To the christians,
Judaism was at

ness and seeming sophistica-

DESPITE
ALL ITS 0PENtion, the Jewish world has
withdrawn into itself over the last
twenty years. Its relations with other
ideologies
and
religions
have
perceptibly worsened. It is on a
collision course with the state
Marxism of the east and its relations
with Islam have never been worse.
In fact the only dialogue which has
deepened and matured has been
between Jews and Christians. Even
there it is limited. The Jews include
some orthodox, but the impetus
comes from the progressive side.
Among the Christians, Catholics
have been the most fruitful dialogue

partners - (Roman not Anglo)
because they have avoided conversionism.
Born-again Christians,
though
often
sympathetic
to
selected aspects of Israel, preach at
Jews, but do not talk with them.
I have witnessed the following
stages of this dialogue. In my child-

hood in the East End of London,
Jewish and Irish Catholic minorities
lived side by side. Each had its own
streets and no-go areas. There was
little tension because there was little
contact. Each side had simple and
definite views about 'the other's
religion. These views were medieval
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best a museum piece which had
missed the boat by rejecting the
Gospels.
Its
difficulties
and
problems proved it. Unfortunately,
this religious antique had a habit of
escaping from its showcase and
bursting into a wayward and
exuberant life. This view excluded,
of course, all the- post-biblical
development of Judaism.
To
Jews,
Christianity
was
watered-down monotheism, a religious second best. It was the best
gentiles who did not have the discipline to accept the yoke of the law,
or the guts to give up idolatry completely, could manage. This view ex-

eluded any consideration in depth of
such doctrines as the incarnation or
atonement.
In the next stage, the two sides
began to meet in church halls, each
sitting on its own side. I have vivid
memories of such meetings some
thirty years ago. The Christian
minister said how nice it was that I
was a Jew, and I lobbed back an
equally inane and pious compliment. Our supporters nodded approvingly that we hadn't given
anything away to the other side. We
then had a cup of tea (in kosher
paper cups) and felt very daring.
One day, we said, we must meet
again, we really must.
Yet these seemingly sterile meetings did lead on to something much
more important. Jews and Christians began to explain their religions
according to their own understand-

to comment on, if only by way of a
change, I generally found it in the
landscape. But when it comes to
Anglo-Jewry there isn't even the
landscape to work on. As a result I
have occasioned more than one
passing moment of displeasure. But
any journalist who writes a column
for 25 years - as indeed any rabbi
who occupies a pulpit for that
length of time - without making
enemies, is not worthy of his

craft. I
Chatm Bermaut was born in Poland in 1929,
and was brought up in Glasgow. Among his
many novels are Jericho, Sleep Alone, Ben
Preserve Us, 2The Squire of Bor Shachor,

Belshazz;ar The Cat, The Patriarch. Among
his non~fiction works are The Jews, and The
Cousinhood.

ing of t.hem. This self-understanding
was far truer than someone else's
misunderstanding.
This self-understanding had, of
course, its limitations. Both sides
were more prepared to explain than
to listen and Jews, for example,
were more prepared to describe
Fiddler-on-the-Roof-country than
the present Jewish reality with its
pluralism and its problems.
Now I think we are moving to
another stage. We are beginning to
describe our real needs and problems. We are beginning to approach the hidden agenda which
underlies and bedevils this dialogue.
We have somehow acquired the
courage to pose the questions,
which we had previously suppressed. Jews want to know how Christians are going to deal with the antiJudaism in the Gospels, how they
are going to prevent this legacy
transforming itself into modern
political anti-Semitism. Christians
on the other hand find that any
criticism of Judaism or Israel is immediately dubbed anti-Semitic, no
matter how well intentioned, or no
matter how impeccable the credentials of the critic.
To deal with such matters in
charity requires real religion and
courage. I feel like saying a "sfecfeechc);c7#w" that it has begun. .

Rabbi Lionel Blue I.s co#vcHor o/ fAe Be/A

Din of the Reform Synagogues of Great Britain. He is the author of To Heaven With
Scribes And Pharisees and of A Backdoor to
Heaven. A frequent broadcaster, he also
writes a cookery column for the Catholic
weekly The Universe.

was on a bus. I got off as he
THE NEXT TIME WE MET
got on. With a second look he
called me, "Shalom, Sergeant!"
He waved a hand through+ the
window and, noticing my puzzled
look, he added, "The soldier who
was scared to shoot at night."
"Amsalam from Beit Sh'an!" I

called out, and managed to catch a
last glimpse of him.
Now, after all those years, he
looked older, more handsome with

living from. Once, I even heard him
tell how he had caught a demon
sitting on his wife's left shoulder.
Later, it proved to have been a
Turkish one.
But it was a meagre trade and
Amsalam was a pauper. I recognised this in the way he handled a
pair of .torn socks. One hot day,
between one hill and another, I
watched him pull off his socks -

which were in tatters - hang them
out to dry, put them on again and

heavy prayer book out of his wide
trousers; how in the hot sun he had
hung his socks on the spike of a
whitened thistle; how the thistle had
bent and glistened silvery in the sun,
I wanted to have another look at
Amsalam from Beit Sh'an.
I regretted that during all those
years I had remained in his memory
as the sergeant who whistled,
bawled and raged. I would have
liked to add something to this
memory, and also to revise it. To
tell him what I remembered
throughout the years: how, that
time in the darkness of the night, as
I looked down at his prayer book
and before I was able to think, he
had already read the response on my
face; how, even before I picked up
his rifle and lay down in the
foxhole, Amsalam got up from the
stone, cast off the sad-looking
blanket and, relieved that he
wouldn't have to go to jail, began to
chant with a joyful heart the most
melancholy dirge of our people.
I ran alongside the moving bus
searching for Amsalam in the
windows. The bus drove off faster
and I ran after it shouting,
"Not only a sergeant, Amsalam!

Not only a sergeant! "I

HAIL FELLO
Three stories

by
Yossel Birstein
his ample sideburns. That night, he
was sitting on a hill behind Acre,
and to all my words he had one
reply, "hakol me-elohim", it's aLIl
from above.
"All the other soldiers have done
their shooting. Only your rifle is
cold!" I bawled at him in a
sergeant's voice. Opening a chink in
his blanket he peeped out with one
eye, proposing that if I exempted
him from shooting he'd teach me
how to chase away demons.
Crouching on the stone in the
moonlight he really looked like a
joyless chaser of demons. That, in
fact, was the trade he made his

10

continue walking. The patient
resignation that went with it all was
that of a pauper.
``If you don't shoot you'll go to

jail," I warned him.
Amsalam didn't budge. Still sitting on the stone, he pulled out a
prayer book from inside his

trousers, announced that it was the
week of 7l.sfearfe Z7'4v and time to

begin chanting the dirges and, if I
did the shooting for him, he'd do
the praying for me.
As I looked at the bus, about to
move off, all this flashed through
my mind. When I recalled how, that
night, Amsalam had pulled the

turn of the century opened up

THEthe
MAN
AT THE
gates WHO,
of Australia
to a
handful of Jews from Biala
Podlaska, had been a thief.
I met him soon after my arrival in
Melbourne shortly before the outbreak of World War Two. Grandfather took me along with him to
show me to whom it was that his
townsmen, and I amongst them,
owed
their
escape
from
the
Holocaust.
"What," I asked on our way to
him, "could he have stolen in a
poverty-stricken townlet, the size of
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the wife - a cousin, the cousin - a
family, and then another family
until it was the turn of my grandfather, Haim the black-haired.
I-hey had all made their pile
throughout the years beginning with
making trousers and ending up
amassing gold. Our benefactor,
though beginning with gold had
remained a presser of trousers all his
life. In the course of the last thirty
years, he told us while I was sucking
at the juice as he had instructed me,
he'd tired neither of pressing
trousers nor of eating oranges. His
pockets were full of oranges without.
which he never left home. He'd fill
his pockets with them until they got
torn, then shove them further down
between cloth and lining. He hauled
out another orange for me before
we parted.
Grandfather and I watched him
striding down the street for a while
longer, his arms reaching out in the
strokes of a swimmer and the
oranges at the hem of his short coat
like a lifebelt around his big belly..

the streets of Jerusalem before

I'Dlining
BEENupRAMBLING
ABOUT
for bus No. 18 in a

WELL MET?
Translated from
the Hebrew by
Margaret Birstein
a yawn?,,
"Gold," Grandfather said and
went on to tell me how our benefactor broke out of the Polish jail
not long after his arrest. How one
rainy autumn day, assigned to fix a
leakage on the roof, he contrived to
keep the hammer knocking by itself,
slipped off, jumped the wall and
made it to London. There too, he
couldn't keep his fingers out of the
till. But instead. of waiting for the
police to lay hands on hilli and
deport him in chains to Australia,
he got there on his own and wound
up as a presser of men's trousers in a
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factory.
We saw him coming towards us in
the long deserted street with its large
cemetery to his left, peaceful
cottages to his right, eating an
orange. When Grandfather introduced me to him as his newly
arrived
grandson
the
presser
assessed my age - sixteen at the

time - offered me half an orange
and taught me on the spot how to
eat the fruit which, as he put it, this
Fifth Continent was so abundantly
blessed with. Squeezing the peel, he
sucked at the juice. He had a large
mouth with gaps between his teeth
and the sound he made was, it
occurred to me later, like that
coming from his trouser press

working on steam - two boards the
length of a trouser leg which, on
pulling a handle, came together with
a sustained s-s-s-s-s.

He spoke highly of his trade
thanks to which he had turned into a
decent wage earner. He had sent for
his fianc6e to join him. The fianc6e
had brought over her brother, the
brother had brought over his wife,

street off the main road between
two and three in the afternoon. It
was very hot in the sun and the
queue, though hardly meriting that
name, consisted of a small skinny
woman with a cigarette dangling
from her mouth, and an old man
facing the wall, talking to himself.
At first glance I took him for that
neighbour of mine up on the third
floor, both on account of the fur
cap he was wearing even now in
September, and because he was
smelling of alcohol. I sidled up to
him slowly, unobtrusively, step by
step trying to catch what he was
saying.
He was talking to the wall. Strok-

ing it with both hands he was
begging it to move aside and let him
Pass.

Nothing stirred around him. The
skinny woman stood in her place.
The tail of ash at the end of her
cigarette grew and curved downwards. The woman's back, too,
curved somewhat like the ash. The
hairdresser's shop on the other side
of the street was still closed. A wig
on a dummy's head could be seen
inside its window.

il

A policeman was approaching
with slow, deliberate strides sergeant, by the three vees on his
sleeve and his moustache a fourth
one upside down. He glanced quickly at first, then once again a little
longer at the old man facing the
wall, went up and tapped him on the
shoulder. Courteously, kindly, he
pointed out to him in Hebrew, in
gestures, in another language that
the right direction lay along the
street. He turned the old man round
gently and with his hand indicated
the street ahead of him.
The old man, straight-backed and
tall, doffed his cap and nodded.

"Thank you, sir. Thank you," he

said, his creased unshaven face
splintering into a smile.
He stood there sending a sidelong

look after the policeman walking self-satisfied - down the street,
turned that same look upon the little
woman, then on the butt of her
cigarette rolling, still smouldering,
toward the kerb, its smoke curling
upwards in a fine thread.
And when they had disappeared
from view, the policeman around
the corner, the woman into the bus,
with only the wig on its dummy
head remaining in the window

opposite, the old man turned his
back on the street once more. He
took to stroking the stones very
gently again pleading with the wall
to move aside and let him pass. I

Yossel Birstein wcrs bor# 7.# Eos/er# Ez/rape
and lived in Australia before settling in Israel.

He was a shepherd on a kibbutz for many
years and his literary work is published and
broadcc[st widely in Israel.

HOW TO ENSUREJEWISH
SURVIVAL by Michael Leigh
the token of this survival which the
Gaon takes is not just Jewish bodies
THE
or statistics, but the Sfeobba/, the
hours a day on study. He replied
symbol of God's covenant with His
that his example ensured that the
people which is the very r¢;.so#
average Lithuanian rabbi would
d'Gfre of our survival. If a Jew keeps
study for 10 hours, a German rabbi, the Shabbat he prays with his comin a less conducive environment,
munity, he turns to his Creator in
would study for six hours and the
love and thankfulness and, if he has
English rabbi for 2 hours which ena family, he renews his spiritual
sures at least that English Jews will
bonds with them. The Gaon felt a
keep the Shabbat. But if he, the
sense of personal responsibility for
Gaon, were to study less, the Polish, the quality of the Jewish people
German and English rabbis would
both locally and globally. Furthereach study correspondingly less
more there is reflected here not only
hours - and then what would hapa love of Jews but a recognition that
environment varies from country to
pen to the Shabbat of .English Jews?
The thesis propounded here is not
country and this is a fact of life.
only the crucial importance of the
Now, two centuries later, the promitzvah o£ Talmud Torah but the
blems connected with Jewish surconnection between an elite at the
vival, for a variety of reasons, are
top and. its essentialness for meanmore intense and pressing and one
ingful Jewish survival. Furthermore
asks: Does the Gaon's theory of
1797) was asked by his
GAO.N
OF VILNA (1720disciples why he spent up to 20
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responsibility passed on from an intensely committed elite at the top
still help to ensure survival? This is
certainly the idea of the Cfecrredj.in,
the intensely Orthodox of the
Jewish world who claim that in Bri-.
tain in 50 years time the Jewish
population will have reduced from
360,000 to about 200,000. But, the
argument runs, this smaller grouping will be better qualitatively in
terms of learning, observance and
commitment, and so better prepared
to face the lures of assimilation.
There can be no gainsaying that
leads come from the top. The quality of a school depends on the head,
the efficiency of a business depends
on its management. The enthusiasm, knowledge, charisma and
drive of the leader can fire the rank
and file below. How much the more
so is a certain quality of leadership

I
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demanded for the complex we call
Judaism. Starting from a God-given
rorc7fe, however understood, it is an
inextricable weave of personal faith,
peoplehood, a halachic discipline
and a shared culture, which many
argue has its spiritual headquarters
in Israel and simultaneously has a
Jewish diaspora. The qualities
demanded of rabbinical and informed lay leadership, culled from
Jewish tradition are primarily a
devotion to God and rorc7A; the
knowledge and ability to teach
Jewish Law and morality; humility
and personal moral rectitude; and,
many argue, a broad secular knowledge as well. Do the Cfeorec7z.in have

the potential to fulfil this self imposed task of ensuring Jewish survival?
The rortzA in Jewish thought is
not just confined to the Five Books
of Moses but starting with God's
revelation at Mount Sinai has grown
like a luxuriant plant, through the
strictures of the prophets, the intense faith of the psalmist, the commentary, perception and pj./pw/ of
the Talmudic Rabbis, the insights of
the mystics. rorar„ presupposes
God's authorship and continual inspiration. It is His divine plan which
in midrashic thought preceded the
world's creation and is a programme towards intense holy living
for His people Israel. All would
agree that through study and above
all observance of rorcrfe, the Jewish
people will live and survive spiritually.

Yet is there only one way of looking at this rorcrfe, that of the
Cfeczredj.in - who see it as literally
the Word of God, literally revealed
at Sinai? The question is vital
because it affects the credentials of
the Cfrczrc¢z.in and the philosophical
basis of their programme. To accept
this fundamentalistic approach has
the advantages of certitude and a
strength borne of an ultimate leap
of faith. Like all orthodoxies it is
enormously confident in this faith
and regards as heresy and treason
any other approach to the rorczfe
such as the one held by those who
equally believe in the concept of

sophy that avoids the poverties of
historicism and captures the deep insights of traditional faith in a God
who makes demands on his worshippers without turning a blind eye
to all that modern scholarship has
achieved ' .

Any programme towards survival, however aggressively presented,
must have a credible basis, but both
fundamentalism and historicism are
equally legitimate.
Both approaches demand observance of the roraA in its ethical,
ritual and legal aspects seen in the
context of a halachic system to sanctify life. However, it would be idle

to deny that the programme of
Shemirat Mitzvot of the Charedim
is the most punctilious. Here restrictions are multiplied in Sabbath
observance, super exhaustive enquiries are made before marriage,
women rigourously excluded from
meaningful proceedings and a life
style complete with highly distinctive clothing to serve as a powerful
self reminder is encouraged. The objective is, apart from personal sanctification, to accentuate Jewish
separateness, emphasising that we
are a nation which `dwells alone'.
But, it can be asked, is this pro-

gramme of using the fJa/acha to
highlight exclusivity, necessary and
desirable to ensure Jewish survival
50 years hence?
Insofar as it stresses specifically
Jewish values in a secular and
religiously hostile environment the
answer must be `Yes'. In a world
which glorifies violence, boasts sexual prowess, `accepts' family erosion, seeks entertainment from tales
of revenge, lust and obscenity and
finds stories of sanctity and justice
old fashioned, a strong Jewish
religious voice and example of living
is highly praiseworthy. And if this is
to be a minority approach, so be it.
The ror¢fe itself is seen as the
`plaster on the wound', which con-

Torah min hashamayim, but recog-

trols man's nature amidst the temp-.
tations of the world.
The limitations, in practice, however arising from the world of the
Cfeorec7;.in include a tendency to
`other worldliness' with the voice of

nise within it a process of historical
development and the record of the
dialogue between man and God.
In a daring phrase Louis Jacobs
says that `the search for rorofe is
ror¢fe' and he calls for `a philo-

the strict Hcr/ach¢fo being heard on
issues of jKarsArz// minutiae but on
little of what Judaism says concerning the greater issues facing an
agonised humanity, such as economic justice, war and peace, and the
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environment. If. Hcr/czcftar„ implies

an all embracing life philosop-hy,
then receptive ears will be listening
hopefully for the voice of authentic
halachic Judaism speaking out loudly and clearly on these topics. Even
this is insufficient, for Judaism
must first warm the soul and evoke

faith and love for the Ha/¢ch¢fe to
be respected altogether. A. J.
Heschel in his work ``God in search
of Man" expresses this thought
beautifully: "Halacha is an answer
to the question ... What does God
ask of me? ... it is an outburst of insight, longing, faith . . . It would be a
fatal error to isolate the law, to disconnect it from the perplexities,
cravings and aspirations of the soul,

from spontaneity and the totality of
the person' .

tion

of

Is ;then the presenta-

the

Cfeczrec7z.in

Halachah

adequate

in

of
all

the
these

terms? Does it repel or draw near?
Besides
fundamentalism their
spirit breathes, as has been noted, a
confident
exclusivity
stressing
Jewish separateness from the Gentiles, a pleasurable appeal to `roots'
and ethnicity and a tendency to look
backwards to a romantic past
situated, for Ashkenazim, somewhere in the 18th century. These
characteristics, in some of their
aspects, are praiseworthy. Our
separateness is an historical fact and
part of Jewish destiny reflected in
the liturgy (see Forms of Prayer
P.156, the Blessing before reading
the rorafe which asserts that `God
has chosen us from all people' and
P. 325 the Havc7a!/czfe Prayer which

praises God Who distinguishes `between Israel and the nations'). There
is a proud craving for roots and
identity in a faceless world and this
is a powerful tool against assimilation. Furthermore, the world of the
'past had a type of dignity, a greater

God-awareness and stability of
values even though with different
sorts of tensions. But one still
wonders whether the CAarrec7 style

and

implicit

philosophy

of

continued on page 20

Rabbi Michael Leigh, M.A., wcrs born in
London in 1928, and has been minister of the
Edgware and District Reform Synagogue for
more than 20 years. He is an ardent advocate
Of the Conservative movement in Judaism,
and was recently awarded an honorary Doctorate of Divinity by the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America.
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``T

HE HIGHEST PROPAganda," writes J. M.
Coetzee, "is the propagation of a new mythology". Anyone observing the war of words between Israelis and Arabs will recognise the truth of this statement. The
Arabs are convinced that the Jews

have created a mythology - the image of a group of idealistic settlers,
dynamically creating a new and progressive society for themselves while
extending the hand of peace and
brotherhood to others. Destroy it.
The Jews are convinced that a
false mythology has been created by

their enemies - the image of a militaristic, expansionist group of

the Arab world...'

WAGING THE WAR
OF WORDS
by Bang Shenker .
his audience a specific response,
namely that his is the correct, the
o#/}; correct, point of view. The
more convincing his case, the more

fascist-racist-colonialists. Shatter it. i

successful a propagandist he is - by

Many Israelis and Jews in the
Go/aft are engaged in promoting
Israel's information campaign. Of
what precisely does that campaign
consist? Is `information' a euphemism for propaganda? Is propaganda
simply war by other means? Is promotion of Israel's cause simply a
matter of myth-breaking and mythcreating?
Let's look for a moment at the
nature of propaganda. Propaganda
can best be understood as a form of
entertainment. Political entertainment, but entertainment nevertheless. Take, as examples of entertainment, thrillers, comedy and pornography. What are their creators trying to achieve? The answer is simply
`effect'. The thriller writer attempts

whatever means such success is obtained. Just as sales of books and
loudness of laughter can all be.
precisely measured so as to assess
the success of entertainers, so can
the propagandist measure his sue-

to arouse in his reader tension, anxiety, fear. The comic tries to make
the audience laugh. The pornographer aims at your erotic instincts.

The more they generate these
reactions, the more effective they
are: the greater the suspense, the
louder the laughter, the more in-

tense the arousal - the more successful the entertainment. And that
is the point. The success of entertainment is not gauged by criteria of
truth, artistic merit or social values,
but pc/re/}; by its ability to induce in
the audience a specific reaction.
is this not what propaganda is
about? The propagandist wishes to
convince others of tbe rightness of
his cause and the wrongness of his
opponent's. To do this the propaga`ndist has no time for ethics, emotional sensibilities or intellectual

niceties, He may exp/oJt these - but
will never resp' ccf them. The propagandist is engaged in political entertainment:' he attempts to induce in
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`1 do not believe in searching for dirt in

cess - favourable editorials, media
coverage, demonstrations etc.
Israelis are convinced that they
have a right to be where they are and
to defend themselves against aggression. They see that the enemy on the
battlefield extends his campaign to

the murky world of propaganda,
and with the same venom.
How is the Israeli to defend himself against this kind of attack?
He can, of course, attack in return;
he can give as good as he gets, he
can outsmart the enemy. If the
enemy tries to create a myth or to

destroy one - the Israeli can create
a bigger one or destroy another even
more forcefully. If this involves lies,
distortions, emotional blackmail,
well ... it's all in the name of a

higher cause, namely, fundamental
rights, life and death even.
Is this how Israel does, or should,
conduct its information campaign? .
Given
the
propaganda-asentertainment, win-at-all-costs conception of information, it is clear to
me that those of us conducting
Israel's information campaign are
not propagandists. We do not
deliberately set out to lie, distort,
falsify and mislead at all costs. We
are concerned to put over what to
us, according to our understanding
and knowledge, are objective facts;
one assumes that, once known, the
facts will speak for themselves.
However, everyone knows that
there is no such thing as `pure' information: all information is selective and purposive. In Israel's case

this purpose is quite explicitly to
create a favourable image: facts
("information") are chosen to
bolster that image. For this reason
Israel's image-builders promote
aspects of Israel like achievements
in science and agriculture, for example, which are non-political in
themselves but which have political
I.mp/z.cafJ.o7zs.

Show

people

what

Israel does, so the argument goes,
and they will be more sympathetic
to Israel.
There is good reasoning behind
this thinking. Attitudes towards
specific Israeli (or Soviet or British)
policies do not exist in a vacuum.
The majority of people, Jews and
non-Jews,
have
little
factual
knowledge about Israel. They have
a general and rather inchoate/ee/I.7!g
about whether Israel is "good" or
"bad' ' . The same facts can be inter-

preted in one way or its exact opposite. Hence specific actions by
Israel are incorporated into people's
existing conceptions about the country. An example: faced with the fact
of a social and economic gap between Sephardi and Ashkenazi Jews
in Israel, the anti-Zionist will see
this as `proof' of Israel's inherent
racism; the pro-Zionist will look to
the same facts, note the amount of
progress made over thirty-five years
in reducing the gap, and see this as
`proof'

of

Israel's

progressive

nature.
It follows, that Israel's imagebuilding should be more concerned
with creating a ge#crcr/ attitude or
image than with justifying this or
that action. In short, if Israel wants
to convince outsiders about its actions in the Lebanon, its most effective route may well be to show how
AJ.Z)bz/fzJZJ.4s grow tomatoes in the

desert.
In this

respect Israel's information campaign r.s propaganda. It
attempts to inculcate in the audience
a mode of thinking which will even-
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tually, even if only indirectly, lead it
to accept a certain interpretation of
events. If this is so we have no
choice but to be propagandists. The
alternative would be to keep quiet
entirely. This is hardly constructive
from lsrael's point of view and
pointless from anyone's point of
view.

If Israel grows tomatoes in the
desert why should the world not
know about it? One could even
argue that it is unethical to withhold
such information. In exploiting such
information for political gain, the
image-builders are indulging in a
limited form of propaganda.
Can we promote Israel's image,
persuade others of a political viewpoint, justify specific actions, provide uncontroversial factual information, and counteract the sinister
mythology-building
of
Israel's
enemies - yet at the same time
maintain our moral and intellectual
integrity?
Not only do I believe that such a
path exists but that in choosing it we
can be more successful in our public
relations efforts than in concentrating on "pure" propaganda. What
kind of information campaign do I
have in mind?
First, Israel has much to be proud
of, much that the rest of the world
wants to know about and learn
from.
Science,
agriculture,
medicine, social innovation, educa-

tional techniques, archaeology and all this from a population half
the size of London! Some effort is
already made in communicating
this, but no amount of effort can
ever be enough. There is nothing
dishonest about this, even if the
motives are ulterior, since the facts
are indisputable.
Second, Israeli political information should build up a reputation
for impeccable credibility. Information provided may not always be

complete - for security reasons or

builders of respect.

This leads to the third point that I do not believe we have
anything to fear from criticism,
even
public
self-criticism.
We
should always question the motives
of our critics. We should make
every effort to expose the malicious
intentions of some critics of Israel
and the dishonesty their criticism
contains. In doing so we should not
pull our punches. On the other
hand, we should not assume that all
criticism is inevitably hostile or
naive or sets double standards.
Where criticism is accurate and well-

intentioned we should accept it as
such. If we have promoted our
positive achievements effectively
then exposure of weakness will not
destroy us. On the contrary, it can
only enhance our credibility.
Fourth, just as we demand fairness and justice from the world, so
must our own criticism of others be
accurate and well-intentioned. I do
not believe in searching for dirt in
the Arab world or in ignoring positive achievements. Criticism of the
Arabs should be made where it is
appropriate to our needs or to

counteract unfair criticism of us but we should never indulge in mudslinging purely in order to put the
Arabs in a generally bad light.
Equally, there is no reason for us
not to give credit where credit is
due. At any rate I see no advantage
to us in a campaign of vilification.
Arab vilification of Israel makes
us despair of ever finding moderate
elements with whom to talk: would
the reverse not also be true? If there
is ever to be peace, our good faith
will need to be accepted. But a campaign of vilification will make such
acceptance even more difficult than
seems at present.
Fifth, I have already indicated
that information campaigns are
"culture-bound": each side has its

comprehensive as possible and unquestionably accurate. Over thirty
five years Israelis have gained the

own "objective" facts. This means
that in our view we are simply putting over facts as we see them, in
what to us is an objective manner.
Therefore, we must recognise that
"the other side", parts of it at any

admiration of the world, but, as the
past year has shown, admiration is
the most fragile of emotions and can
easily turn into rage and antipathy.
What Israel needs is not admiration
but respec/ since that is a far more
profound attitude and less easily
abandoned. Honesty, consistency
and an image of credibility are great

rate, views itself as doing the same.
In other words, ill-intentioned as
much pro-Arab propaganda is, I do
not believe that there is #offez.#g in
their viewpoint which we should not
consider, nor that cvcr}J point they
make needs to be rejected. Our own
information campaign should clearly recognise and acknowledge what

so as not to upset delicate negotia-

tions - but it should always be as
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we consider to be valid in the Arab
Case.

And sixth, Israel should always
examine its own policies in the light
of whether they contribute to peace
or not. By so doing information
programmes should be able to
demonstrate that Israel's policies
are not gratuitous or ethnocentric
but are genuinely aimed at achieving
a balance between Israel's objective
needs, what Israel stands for, and
the needs and rights of its neighbours. In this respect I am arguing
that Israel's information efforts
should not only be directed at promoting its own image and blunting
enemy attacks. It should be conducted in a way which could lay the
groundwork for mutual understanding between Arab and Israeli.
We have nothing to lose from this
approach. .If we receive no response
we can at least be satisfied that we
tried our best.
Israel's information should not be
conceived as a matter of achieving
victory over the enemy's propaganda campaign, nor should it be
one simply of erecting our barriers
while breaking down the enemy's.
An information campaign should be
a means toward a long-term goal
rather than an end in itself.
Above all, we need to be aware of
the inherent limits of any information campaign. Successful propaganda can make a good policy appear as good as it really is, better
even. But it cannot turn a bad policy
into a good one. Policies and actions which are deeply considered
with regard to their political,
economic, social, ethical and international implications are easily
Israel's best information campaign.
For actions do indeed speak
louder than words. And that's no

myth.I

Dr. Barry Shenker was born /.H Cc7pe/ow# I.7i
1944. He studied sociology at the University

of Capetown and was active in the Zionist
youth movernerit. For nine years he then lived
on a kibbutz in Israel. He came [o Britain to
take his Ph.D. at the London School of
Economics and Political Science. Since 1983

he has been deputy director of the BritainIsrael Public Affairs Committee (BIPAC).
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WHY CAIN DESPAIRED
AND GOD FORGAVE
by David Goldstein
i n,D#|J

pretation, which echoes such a deep
desire for forgiveness and`` atone-

ment in the human heart, is part and
parcel of the basic rabbinic idea that
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C

AIN IS ONE OF THE MOST
pathetic figures in the whole

Bible. He is even more to be
pitied than Esau, because Esau's
plight was occasioned by the
trickery of another human being,
his brother Jacob. But the root of
Cain's anger lies in an arbitrary
decision by God himself. Abel's offering is accepted and Cain's rejected, and Scripture does not explain this apparently unjustified
discrimination. True, Cain should
not have acted so vengefully as to
murder his brother Abel. But did he
know that murder was a sin? Did he
even know that death would follow
the blow that he struck?
All these problems are discussed
in the rabbinic
detail. But the
story, it seems
despairing cry

;#z.drtzsfe in great
climax of the whole
to me, lies in Cain's
`My punishment is
too great to bea.r' (gadol avoni mi#'so) (Gen. 4:13).

The prospect of being `a wanderer
and a vagabond' on the face of the
earth, shunned by the society of
men, carrying forever the burden of
his ini,quity, is something that Cain
just cannot contemplate without a
feeling of revulsion and hopelessness. And the reader sympathises
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with him, and asks the unformulated question that must have been
in Cain's mind - `Is there no such
thing as forgiveness and compassion
in the divine scheme of things?'
The mz.c7rczsfe gives an answer to

this question, and the answer is affirmative. Indeed the mJ.c7r¢sA even
interprets Scripture in a subtle and
profound way so as to put the actual
question in Cain's mouth. Instead
of rendering the verse above `My
punishment is too great to bear' the
mj.c7rcrs'fe sees Cain asking God `Is

my sin too great to bear?' This is not
an impossible translation even in a
literal sense, because the word c7vo#
does mean `sin' rather than `punishment' and the verb #crso `to bear' is
used with ¢voH to mean `to forgive
sin' as in `you have forgiven the sin
of your people' (#osczfcz crvo# a'm-

mcch¢ - Ps. 85:3), and frequently
elsewhere.

We can therefore envisage Cain
appealing to God, and saying `Is it
impossible for you to forgive my
sin?' Or as the mJ.cJrcrs'A puts it in

Bere:hit Rabba 22..11 `YOL bea.I the
weight of the whole universe. Can

you not bear the weight of a single
human failing? '
This beautiful midrashic inter-

forgiveness. If man were to be judged without compassion who could
possibly survive? Or as the m!.cJr¢sfe
puts it when it discusses the divine
cosmogony `The Holy One, blessed
be He, created many worlds before
this one, and destroyed them all, until he created first of all Repentance
and then the next world he created
could survive. '
So Cain's cry to God may be seen
as an appeal to that original fount
of forgiveness that is within the
divine being and which is activated
by the smallest indication of
remorse and repentance on the part
of humanity.
God responds by giving Cain `a
sign' to protect him, `to prevent
anyone who came across him from
killing him' (Gen. 4:15). What the
sign was Scripture does not tell us.
The mj.c7ra[sA offers a number of
solutions, ranging from the homely
dog, to a letter of the divine name
implanted in Cain's forehead.
But the most appropriate interpretation for our purpose here is
that in Ber€sfejt R¢Z7Z7¢ 22: 13, which

says that the `sign' was in fact a sign
not for Cain alone, but for later
generations. God partly forgave
Cain, so that those who came after
him would realise that divine
forgiveness existed and that they
should therefore repent. This was
the sign that Cain carried with him
wherever he went. It was this sign

that gave Adam himself hope that
all was not lost, even after he had
been driven out of the Garden of
Eden. And it is this sign that gives
hope to all of us.I

Rabbi Dr. David Goldstein was bor# /.# £o#don in 1933 and after the South London
Liberal Synagogue served the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue (St. John's Wood) from 1959 to
1975. Since then he has beeri curator of
Hebrew books at the British Librc[ry. He is

the author of Hebrew Poems from Spain and
Of Jewisl. Folklore and Legend.
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End Of the Wandering Jew?

HOME TRUTHS OF
ANGLO-JEWRY
by Bang Kosmin

reveal a lot about the sort of
WHERE YOU LIVE CAN
person you are: what your
income is, what type of job you do,
your general social outlook, even
your likelihood of wearing ai
stre!.me/. In London the mere mention of an area such as Chelsea, Surbiton or Bethnal Green conjures up
numerous social images. Moreover,
we are all aware of significant local
distinctions. Hampstead may communicate a great deal to the average
D¢z./); rc/cgrapA reader, but to the
Anglo-Jew,
West
Hampstead,
Hampstead Village, and Hampstead
Garden Suburb suggest three very
different Jewish lifestyles.
Since the social make-up of one
village or market town is much like
another, the type of social differentiation I have referred to is very
much a product of an urban civilisation. This is important to us, for
today the Jewish people are probably the most highly urbanised in
the world. Not only do the Jews live

population. We also know that the
order of size of the large Jewish provincial communities of Manchester,
Leeds, Brighton and Glasgow bears
no relationship to those cities' national ranking.
If we look more closely at Jewish
urban patterns - where people live,

what type of housing they have -

we shall find that it will reveal useful
insights into Anglo-Jewish society
and life today. Firstly, most of us
are aware that even within the cities
with substantial Jewish settlement
there are particular areas of Jewish
concentration. For instance, 90 per
cent of London Jews live north of
the Thames, conversely Glasgow
Jews are found on the south side of
the Clyde. Leeds Jews congregate to
the north of the city from Chapeltown out towards Harrogate, while
in Manchester the Ashkenazi rnajority are mainly found to the north
of the city centre from Salford to
Bury, while the Sephardim prefer
the south from Didsbury out to
in cities, but they prefer big cities,
Cheshire.
the megalopolis London, New
Yet the continuing need for Jews
York, Paris, Moscow, Los Angeles, to live in reasonably close proximity
Chicago, Philadelphia, Johannesto other Jews no longer means that
burg, Sydney, with populations of family and kin need to be close by.
several millions. Even in Israel,
The car and the telephone have
which many still like to see as a rural
altered the situation. In fact, comidyll of kz.bz}ct/z and mosfeaiJ, half
pared with the national population
the population lives in greater TelJews show very high degrees of
`generational zoning'. This is a
Aviv and a good proportion of the
remainder in the cities of Jerusalem,
feature more typical of America
Haifa and Beersheba.
than English society, whereby the
It is probably in their place of
young marrieds live in one area, the
residence that the majority of
middle aged in another, and the
Anglo-Jews differ most strongly
elderly in
`retirement havens'.
from the national norm. Whereas`
Again we all know what the average
recent research has revealed that in
age of the Bournemouth or Hove
terms of important indicators such
Jew is, and few of us would see the
as household size, family structure,
need for day care programmes for
education, occupation and social
the elderly in Elstree or Chigwell.
class, country of birth, or home
Here we have found an important
language, Jews are no longer that
social change. Today grandchildren
dissimilar
from
the
national
and grandparents are unlikely to live
average, in terms of patterns of
in close proximity to each other or
settlement they\still show particularto be in daily contact. In fact, their
ly strong differences. Most of us are
mutual contact relies on the car
aware that Jews are much more conowning-driving intermediate generacentrated in London and the Southtion. Unlike life at the beginning of
East of England than the general
the century, Jewish children today
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are not part of a large extended
family living together in one street.
Often today's young have to be introduced to their great-aunts and
cousins at a family sj.mch¢. The
misApochcz are no longer that
significant a factor for AngloJewry.
The need to maintain a viable
Jewish social infrastructure based
on the stew/ has meant that Jews tend
to be more conservative than other
citizens as regards moving home. In

The Social Demography of Redbr;.c7gc Jewr); it was reported that
"the mean average length of residence is 12.3 years and 51% of the
population have lived in their present homes for more than 10 years. ' '
Moreover, on average Jews tend to
be `more centrally located' than

other people - that is they have not
moved out.of the cities as fast, or as
•far, as the rest of the population.

Recent censuses have revealed
massive national population shifts.
The centres of rising population are
East Anglia and Southern England's
cathedral cities and medium sized
towns,
Salisbury,
Winchester,
Canterbury, Ipswich, Chelmsford,
Reading, Basingstoke and so on. Of
course, the New Towns are another
magnet for Londoners in general,

but not for Jews. In a Lo#do# Jo#r#ar/ article grandiloquently entitled
"Conflicting Urban
Ideologies:

London's New Towns and the
Metropolitan preference of London's Jews," my former colleague
Deborah de Lange and I tried to explain to a wider audience why it was
that Jews had resisted the RussoJewish
Committee's
organised
geographical dispersal programme
to Stroud and Reading at the turn of
the century, and equally avoided
government sponsored attempts in
the 1960s. We analysed the reasons

for the lack of attraction of Harlow
New Town for East London Jews
and the failure of a significant
Jewish community to grow up
alongside the Welfare Board's
homes in Hemel Hempstead. NonJews who. believe in the myth of the
close Jewish family, find the apparent `abandonment' of the 220
elderly Jews at the Maitland Joseph
Homes out at Hemel Hempstead
quite surprising, but then they do
not subscribe to the concept of `generational zoning'.
The imperative to home ownership among Anglo-Jewry helps to
explain the rapid movement out of
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the East End as well as the avoidance of the publicly owned New
Towns. A high level of home ownership is an outstanding feature of
contemporary Anglo-Jewry. Exposure to life in `the buildings', and
the experience of rack-renting
landlords, in the areas of initial
migrant
settlement,
made
us
pioneers of the post-war trend to
buying a home of one's own. Moreover, apart from providing independence from landlords and bureaucrats, it also makes economic sense
for a community, which aside from
the old Anglo-Jewish gentry, had
little inherited wealth until the last
decade or two.
Far from being mythical `wandering Jews' the Jewish desire for
stability and security means that
they are less inclined than other people to move home. The Redbridge
report also showed that. a decision to
move is likely to be connected to
house size more than any other individual reason or combination of
factors. Since Jews are reluctant
movers they are more likely to extend and alter their homes than
other suburbanites. Hence the widely believed myth about the Jewish
religious
requirement
of
the
through-room. Hence also the pav-

young, and flats of .all descriptions
by the elderly and middle aged.
Jewish retirement means a flat on
the Bournemouth East Cliff, not the
average Englishman's dream of a
bungalow in Devon or Cornwall.
Another Anglo-Jewish favourite,
the through-room may be ideal for
entertaining or social committee
meetings, but it has detrimental effects on family life. This latter
thought was voiced by many in the
Redbridge Jewish Survey. In many
homes privacy was a problem and
there was no escape from the T.V.
or the hi-fi. Teenagers either
evacuate themselves to their bedrooms or leave the house to meet
together at the club or pub. The
through-room may well be the root
cause of declining standards of
culture and communication.
In Britain today 56 ber cent of
households own their homes, so our
high degree of house owning does
not necessarily mean we are such an
unusually rich community. In fact,
Jews often over estimate the economic position of the community. For
instance, there are few Jews to be
found in the stockbroker belt. In
London it is the S.W. sector from
Knightsbridge and Chelsea and out
through Putney, Richmond and

.`

I

ed front garden cum car park. The
Jewish love affair with the motor
car is immediately visible to any objective observer of the Edgware
scene, as is the reasori why the J.C.

does not feel the need for a gardening page. Possibly it is the desire not
to have too much grass and trees,

and dar,e I mention it - dogs, that
must be behind the clear Jewish
preference for town houses, with
`handkerohief gardens' among the
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Wimbledon and on into Surrey
which is the really high status sector;
not Northwest London, Middlesex
and Herts. `Real money' is found in
the almost Jz{c7e#rez.# areas of the
Thames Valley such as Virginia

Water, not in Ilford, Kenton or
Southgate.
From the pattern of residential
distribution it appears that on
average Anglo-Jewry is lower
middle-class. One related factor,

which is a problem for local group

orelations, is that because Jews are

less likely to move out than other
middle class people with similar incomes, they tend to be better off in
terms of disposable income than
their immediate non-Jewish neighbours. It is the local Jews who are
more likely to have the home extensions, the consumer goods, the new
cars and the continental holidays.
Your neighbours tend to overlook
the even more ostentatious lifestyle
of the `county set' who live out of
sight, up the leafy drives of the
Chalfonts, Rodings or Cobham.
This relative affluence of local Jews
was a problem and a cause for antiSemitism in the pre-war East End. It
remains a particular threat to good
inter-community relations in areas
like Stamford Hill, Brondesbury
and Wembley, where Jews live in
close proximity to deprived ethnic
minorities.
It should now be apparent that
Jews operate within their own urban
ideology and a framework which is
largely independent of the English
class-based one. There is no j;j.kAa/a

attached to a Jew moving to Chelsea
and few in St. John's Wood or
Maida Vale are particularly concerned at living on `the wrong side
of the park'. However, the community's surburban conformity
which is epitomised by Northwest
London Jewry has its dangers when
it creates a national community in
its own image. Northwest London's
dominance of Anglo-Jewry's institutions means that those who do not
conform to its patterns tend to be
excluded from Jewish society. The
East Ender, council tenant, South
Londoner, or anglicised Home
Counties Jew finds it increasingly
hard to stay in touch with the community both geographically and
socially. The process has turned
other London Jews into "provincials". Even the 30,000 strong
North-East London community
centred on Redbridge has begun to
feel out-on-a-limb as Jewish institutions which fled the East End for the
West End now migrate northwestwards, particularly to Mrs.
Thatcher's Finchley redoubt. The
siting of the major communal
welfare and Zionist organisations in
North Finchley, and the movement
of the RSGB, and both Leo Baeck
College and Jews' College to Finchley is symbolic.

Today, Anglo-Jewry feel; con-
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fident -enough to abandon the traditional English pattern of siting its
major national institutions in Central London. But on the other hand
this trend also suggests the community is turning in on itself and
becoming increasingly particularist
and exclusionist.
The answer to this problem for
the majority of Anglo-Jewry which

approach but it is interesting to note
that America is a non-OrthodoxReform and Conservative dominated community. Will further
change in our urban patterns herald

of the Board of Deputies. He was formerly a
research fellow at Rhodesia University and a
teaching fellow at MCMaster University,
Canada. He has published a History of The
Jewish Community ln Zimbabwe, and Jews
ln 4n Inner London Borough (Redbridge).

BOOKS

comic aspects. Charlie and her
drifters
could come
from a
Michener novel; Ku.rtz is a cousin of
.Shomron; and the Arab version of
`Carlos' is found in a hundred spy-

as exciting as spy thrillers. In fact,
this works the other way round: spy
thrillers are the morality tales of our
time, dramatising the war between

Albert`

Friedlander
Falls the Shadow by Ema:unel
Litvinoff, Michael Joseph, London,
1983, 250 pp., £8.95

As long as we are going to read
thrillers, we might as well get
educated in the process. Litvinoff
spins a great tale of intrigue and
action, and we feel at home walking
along Kensington High Street or
past the Museum of the Diaspora in

Ramat Aviv. Amos Shomron, the
detective, is a person Who develops

depth and the reader responds to
him. The moral problem of the
story brings us into the aftermath of
the

Sfeocz%

certain

Hannah

of

where

guilt

Arendt,

we cannot

or

be

innocence.

post-war

trial

archives, Himmler speeches, and the
darkest events of our time enter the
text to instruct us. But the text keeps
us imprisoned by its well-paced
narrative: the spy thriller come of
age.

The Little Drummer Girl by ]oha le
Carre,

Hodder

and

Stoughton,

London,1983, 430 pp., £8.95

If we're going to read the stuff,
why not turn to the master. John le
Carre 77zz/sZ be the best writer in this

field, even though fine writers like
Graham Greene enter this area. Any
le Carre is worth reading, although
this is not quite the vintage stuff

found in Smiley'Speople. At times,
it even reads like a take-off: the
acolytes murmuring with wonder as
the master interrogator elicits a
predictable response has almost
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still resides beyond the `Northwest
frontier', may well be the ad-option
of the notion of a `symbolic' rather
than a `spatial' community. Such
`distance Judaism' is the American

thrillers at the railway station. But
this is le Carre; and his tale of
Israelis seeking out the terrorists of
Europe is compulsive reading.
Jewish reviewers have panned the
book, searching for inaccuracies
and prejudices. Yet his attitude and
impressions rise out of the mainstream of contemporary perception,
and we are instructed and-opened to
the feelings of those around us.
Besides, it J.s a good story. The

paperback should be out soon, if
you want to make a minor protest
about all this.

In the Land of Israel dry A[mos Oz,I
translated by Maurice GoldbergBartura, Chatto and Windus,
London,

1983,

257

pp.,

changes in Anglo-Jewry's religious

composition? I
Dr. Barry Alexander Kosmin wog born /.H
London in 1946. He is executive director of
the statistical and demographic research unit

`good and evil. Theology is harder.
Just the same, Eugene Borowitz,
building upon his earlier writings,
gives us a choice of modern

teachers, ranging from Buber and
Baeck
to
Soloveitchik
and
Fackenheim. There is a good reading list (I like his recommendations
on Leo Baeck), and the problems
for contemporary thought are clearly stated. The fact that we do not
have the anwers is another matter;
the quest continues.
Badenheim
1939
by
ALharon
Appelfeld, translated by Dalya Bilu,
J. M. Dent & Sons, London, 1984,
160 pp., £4.95

An afterthought, but an impor-

£8.95

tant one: you mc/sf acquire this
(paperback by Fontana £2.95)
book` by one of the most important
livirig Jewish authors. It is a
Moving from spy stories which
stunning, brilliant novel which
are novels to a novelist who writes
freezes the pre-war world of the
interviews, we come to a mosaic of
German
Jew within a mythic landIsraeli society which is unusual and
scape
where
every aspect can be
compelling. Amos Oz talked to wild
studied at leisure. The individuals,
religious
zealots,
soldiers,
oldtimers, young dreamers, Arabs, the situation, and the gradual un.folding of absolute evil are brought
anti-Zionists - all of them ready
to us in quiet, sensitive pen-strokes
with solutions to the problems
which accumulate as in a Baskin
which tear Israel apart. Of course,
woodcut where the images lead
some of these solutions would
beyond the frame and give us also
destroy Israel; but an amazing
the
past and future. Once we have
amount of decency and compassion
read the book, we will understand a
emanates from those interviewed,
little bit of the inexplicable which no
sometimes in spite of their fanaticone can ever place within a frameism. Much of what we read scares
work of reason. The book is a gem,
us; some of it is reassuring. It is a
and Appelfeld is a great teacher. I
book to be enjoyed by anyone who
likes to get angry.

Choices in Modern Jewish Thought
A Partisan Guide by Eugene
Borowitz, Behrman House, N.Y.,
1983, 305 pp., £8.15

Finally, theology - and my attempt to convince you that it can be

Rabbi Dr. Albert Friedlander ;.s fAe rcrbz}J. o/

the Westminster Synagogue and Dean of Leo
Baeck College. He is an authority on
holocaust theology and frequent lecturer on
this topic to German audiences. Among his
books is a biograpky of Leo Baeck.
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Are Day Schools A Cop Out?
Sir'

LETTEns
Crude Customers
Sir'

Two editions of Manna so far.
They
have
contained
some
remarkable contributions, some
erudite contributions and some
which are both.
They have also contained some
items which should never have been
written. Were they put in to stir up a
reaction?
We have Rabbi Michael Boyden
complaining of a "lack of career
structure" for rabbis. Does he think
he has joined a civil service? What
career structure has a taxi driver,
shop keeper, family doctor or other
self-employed person? They have to
make the best of their work and life.
If a rabbi becomes merely an
official looking for higher rank, he
becomes nothing.
Thankfully
Rabbi
Michael
Williams (` `Bombs and Black Magic
in Paris") shows that he has taken a
challenge in the proper spirit and
tells us so well about aspects of
Jewish life in Paris.
As for Wendy Greengross carving
up kosher butchers, let her study the
behaviour of their customers. I am
neither butcher nor related to one,
but if I had to put up with such antisocial, ill-mannered selfishness, not
to say crudeness, I would slaughter
them, not the poor dumb animals
carved up for their greed.
In the supermarkets of Golders
Green and Stanmore those same
Jewish
housewives
are
heard
screaming hysterically to each other.
They feel frozen meats and chickens
(mostly non-kosher) to see if they
are soft and tender. Deep frozen
lumps of ice they are, and they
imagine they can tell the `quality' by
feel with thumb and forefinger.

With reference to Tony Bayfield's
articles `Send your Child to a Jewish
Day School', I was most interested
in a comment in a letter recently
from Rabbi Karen Soria of Melbourne. She was complaining about
the general moribund state of
Australian synagogues and blamed
this in part on the success of the
Jewish day schools.
She writes:

"People - too many! - choose

to send their kids to a Jewish day
school i.#sfcard of belonging to a
synagogue. I understand ... the
reasons for Jewish day schools, but
definitely not at the expense of
synagogue membership. Then kids
re¢//)J learn that graduation equals
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cfeczc7c7rz.in - as a way of opting out

of their own responsibility to bring
up their children within a Jewish
framework.

SYBIL. A. SHERIDAN
Rabbi'
Baling Liberal Synagogue,
Drayton Green,
London W13 0EB

Women Need Support
Sir,

I was rather surprised by Rabbi
Michael Boyden's plea to the
community to concern itself with
the serious lack of rabbis in
Britain's Reform and Liberal movement. Not once did he even mention
that it is not only young Jewish ZJoys'
who should be "stimulated and
supported"
in
their
religious
education, but also Jewish gr.r/s.

positive encouragement and support
we can get just as, and even mor-e
than our male contemporaries. If we
cannot expect it from the "progressive" and forward-looking leadership of the Jewish community to
whom then can we turn?

SYLVIA SCHLOSS,
Blackman Lane,
Leeds, LS2 9AP

I am sure that this oversight - I
give Rabbi Boyden the benefit of the

doubt by regarding it as such does not represent a general trend
within RSGB and ULPS.
We Jewish women need all the

Technical Term
Sir,

The fallacy I referred to in my
answer to Rabbi Unterman in your
last issue (bottom of page 3, column
3) was the fallacy of reJ/I.ca/J.o#
(making a thing out of a word) not
` reflection' .

I apologise to your proof-reader
for using such a recently coined
technical term.

MAURICE COHEN
Lindsay Drive,
Kenton,
Harrowi,
Middlesex, HA3 0TD

the end of Jewishness".
The Akiva. school succeeds at
present because it reinforces the
commitment and love of Judaism of
involved parents. But the Australian
experience seems to suggest that
more Jewish schools do not ngean an
increase in Jewish commitment.
Rather, parents will begin to use
them as they currently use our

RABBI JOHN RAYNER
Liberal Jewish Synagogue,
St. John's Wood Road,
NW8 7HA.

Jewish Suruiva\
continued from page 13

withdrawal

is

adequate

for

our

challenging times.

The world of the Gentiles cannot
and should not be ignored. The
fJcr/¢choA itself shows historically

the influence of outside forces and
our greatest thinkers themselves absorbed concepts from their environment. For example the connection
between Maimonides' praise of the
`middle way' and the same thesis in
Hellenistic thought which he studied
does not seem accidental. The 17th
century Jewish Messianism breathes
the spirit of those troubled times.
Jewish thought has always had a
way of interacting with the outside
world absorbing some parts and
`correcting' other parts. This process itself has historically been a key
to survival which we would abandon
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at our risk. Furthermore exclusivity
can breed inner self-reliance to the
point of arrogance, contempt, even
hatred for fellow Jews who do not
meet
CAarred
standards.
This
already manifests itself in stonethrowing, personal abuse and other
forms of violence. Love for fellow
Jews must be more than a mouthed
teaching. The need to `be at ease'
with brothers in order to `convert'
them to, and not repel them from,
an intense love of rorafr. Love itself
is in short enough supply in a hate
filled contemporary world, and it is
the most craved after commodity.
The teaching of love which brims
over in the Jewish sources can be
our specific contribution to a
troubled generation. It must not be
withheld.

Is anyone offering any better programme for Jewish survival than the
C*arecJi.in? Any alternative programme must match, at an emotional level at least, the intensity, enthusiasm and dedication of Cfrcrred
Judaism, which undoubtedly attracts by its sheer driving force. The

code words of moderation and nonorthodoxy, `explore', `examine options', `look again', `consider ra-

tionally', do not always reflect an
overwhelming commitment to the
idea of Holiness to which Judaism is
dedicated together with a distinct
way of life. In fact at times they
reflect an ambivalance and reluctance to state clearly, `1 believe with
perfect faith that. . . ' .

Perhaps this is healthier and more
intellectually honest. There is certainly a greater dependence in these
latter camps on secular decency,
satisfaction with Jewishness rather

than Judaism and a preference by
the laity for the committee room
rather than the study room. Such
Jews are not noticeably more ethical
than the Cfec7redz.in. Perhaps truth
may reside with the sceptic and in-

deed `the search for roraft is
rora¢'. The serious disciple of this
school ultimately places mind over
heart, scientific study over uncritical
learning, a foot equally in the

British and the Jewish world - in
short a `balanced' approach. Elements of this approach probably fit
temperamentally the vast mass of
religious AnglorJewry.
Who will be around in a meaning-

ful Jewish way in 2034 - the
C¢¢rec7 or the moderate Jew? .
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ful reason I have for hoping

0NE PROSAIC
POWERthat mergerBUT
between
the
U.L.P.S and the R.S.G.B. can be effected is that together we will be able

to demand as a right, not a favour,
equal recognition in communal affairs. The latest irritating example of
anti-Progressive discrimination occurred with the Jewish Welfare
Board's 125th anniversary service.
As with Israel, Soviet Jewry and
almost everything else, Progressive
Jews contribute disproportionately
to the J.W.B. When it was suggested
to the J.W.B. that belated acknowledgement of this fact could be made

by adding the Chairman of the
Council of Reform and Liberal Rabbis to its list of patrons, the Board
readily agreed. When it was further
suggested that perhaps said Chairman should be asked to participate in
the anniversary service at the New
Synagogue, Stamford Hill, all the
fuses blew in Adler House.
Faced with a dilemma more tricky
than any posed in his particular field
of medical ethics, the Chief Rabbi
finally came up with a delicate compromise. The chairman of the Council could not participate in conducting the service (which would be tantamount, presumably, to recognising
his rabbinic credentials), but he
could be invited to open the Ark.
With a dignity that became him,
John Rayner accepted for the sake of
communal harmony.
How that was bartered for a mo/z;.
at the Guildhall banquet, after
goings-on involving Rabbi Cyril Harris, who fancies himself as a Scottish
Savanarola, Mr. Moshe Davis, who
fancies himself as the Cardinal
Richelieu of the Chief Rabbi's office,
and beauteous Gail Ronson, who
fancies herself as Sue-Ellen, is a
squalid little saga that makes a
typical "Dallas" plot seem credible
by comparison.
How pleasant and long overdue it
will be when, as in America, sheer
weight of numbers forces the community to grant us equal status as an
authentic, alternative branch of
Judaism.

ings took place on successive

TWOevenings
INSTRUCTIVE
recently MEETat
my
synagogue. The first, organised by
Peace Now, was addressed by Erie
Silver, until recently the Guardian's
man in Israel. Strategically placed
among the large audience were
several
Herutniks
and
Gush
Emunim supporters, who tried to
disrupt proceedings in what has
become their regular fashion. I
recognised them from previous

meetings - a burly, bumptious
ringleader full of parliamentary
points of order, a group of Sephardi
)Jor'dj.in, bible-spouting, bearded
fundamentalists, an Ilford taxidriver who scaled dazzling new
heights of oratory with his cry of
"left wing fascist" and one wild-

eyed, rather frightening psycopath
who threatened to break the fingers
of the elderly lady sitting behind
him.

The next evening we held a
meeting of synagogue, church and
Regents Park mosque to learn how
the
three
religions
regard
Mohammed. The audience was even
larger, the majority of it Moslems. I
presented what I fondly imagined
was a sympathetic and generous
Jewish view of Mohammed, but was
speedily disabused. A barrage of
distinctly aggressive questions was
unleashed at me, all aimed to score
points and "prove" the superiority
of Islam. The blinkered Herutniks
of the night before, and the
intransigent Moslems facing me,
were the mirror image of each other.
It is the intrusion of theology into
what, heaven knows, is already a
sufficiently intractable Middle East
morass that should concern anyone
who watches events there. Ayatollah
Khomeini may have started it all,
but plenty of Israelis (usually with
Brooklyn accents) have eagerly
given it fresh impetus on the West
Bank. If war is too serious to be left
to generals, then the strategically
defensible boundaries of Israel are
too crucial to be decided by a
coalition
of
crude
territorial
expansionists and assertive religious
bigots. That way lies /.7.feard. I

Rabbi David Goldberg o/ /Ac i i'b€ra/ Jewwh
Synagogue was orie of the Ben Azai columnists in the Jewish Chronicle.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a
large audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama,
seminars and lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Manor House Centre
for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library,
coffee-shop, extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information
about events, priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to Wanna.
Membership can be on either an individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:
Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizens -family

I

£8 per annum
£12 per annum
£6 per annum
£8 per annum

Existing subscribers to Manna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sunday June loth, 3 p.in.
Jt/da/.sin and the Fuft//e of Vvork - a seminar with Professor Tom Stonier of
Bradford University. Tom Stonier holds the Founding Chair in Science and
Society at the University of Bradford. He is one of (if not Zihe) the country's
leading experts on the impact of the microchip on employment and the future
of work.

Sunday July 15th, 7.45 p.in.
Concert with the Amphion String Quartet. Programme includes quartets by
Bloch, Brahms and Haydn

Brochure and membership application form from:

Manor House Society,
Manor House Centre for Judaism,
80 East End Road, Finchley, London N3 2SY
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